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This paper, an.adaption from the author's forthcoting
,hook."The Twenty-Ninth Day: Accomodating Human Nee4 and .Numbprs to
thegarthis ResoUrces," deals with non-military threats' to. national
security. Since World War II the concept of national security has
acquired an overwhelmingly military character. The policy of
ctntinual.preparedneds has led to the militarization of the yorld
.econoiy, with military expenditures, now accounting for six percent of
the global product, Most countries spend wore on national.security
than they do on educating :their youth.--She overwhelmingly military.
auroach to, national securityis based on the'assumption that the
prlincipal threat to security comes from (4her.nations. But the
threats to - security may new arise less from the relationship of
nation to nation and more from the relationship of-man to -nature.
D'windling reserves of oil and the deteri ration4Of the earth's
of nations everywhere,
biological systems now threaten the securi
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. 1.

he tom "national security" has become a commonplace
expres ion, a concept -regularly appealed to. It is Used to
. justify tie maintenance of arms, the development of, new
weapon syslems, . and the manufacture of armaments. A .
fourth of all the federal taxes in the United States and at, east an
.,

.

equivalent
amclin n the Soviet' Union are levied in its name.,
.
.

.

...

.

.3

The.. concern for th security of,a ,nation is undoubtedly as old, as the
nation. state itself, b t since World War II the concept of "national
_security has acquir d an overwhelmingly military character. Cornveiled in sec ecy, Considerations of military threats, have
.beckim g so dominant that other threats to the security of nations
have often been ignor d. Accumulating evidence indicates that new
*feats "ge emerging, th ats with which miletary, forces cannot cope.

'r.

,e.
,

.
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;

-

,
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.

.

,T he notion that countri everyWhere should be prepared to defend
hernSelyeS at all. times fr m any conceivable external threat is a re'l

ently as 1939, for example, the United
'lively inoclern.one: As
Stateskatt a,defense budg t a only $1.3 billion. Prior to World War

/

r.

.

'Trig, policy of continual prep redness has led to the nrilitarization of
,,
,i..the, world econorn , with, mili ry expenditures 'now accounting for 6
' ipscertt of the glo al product; Worldwide, the military claims of,na,
.1.,.,tiOnal budgets exceed health-s rvice appropriatjOhs. Most countries

,spend more on "national security" than they, do on educating thei
.youth. The development of new, more effective" wea ns syst s
n

hillya qttarter of thewoil 's scientific talent
cliny_engases

iiildirriiiitaty eXpenditres in 1 ,74 reached an estimate $350 bilii, asgm that exceeds, the income, o, the poorest one-half of human1."-- ',
\
'1
,,
'amt4,4,ehted to my ,colleague Frank Record for hi assistance with the research for tins
a

.._.

.,

.II, .countries mobilized troops in times of war instead of .relying on a
ajge.Permanent military establishmailt.2
..
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,

.

Q
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,

v
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ity. At the 4urrent rate of Weapns procurement, two days of world
expenditures on arms equal ,the annual budget of the United Natiqns
-and its specialized agencies. Thirty, million men and women in their'

pine
,,--

'

years are underarms today.4
,\

;

..-

;This,cOnipetition between the 'military and social sectors of the world
econorny.is graphically analyzed by Ruth Leger Sivard in World Mill-

ta4 and Social Expen4ites 1977. ,No attempt will be made to further that analysis here. Nth:. will. any effort be made to assess anew:
the traitiorial,military` .hreats to national security: Rather, the Pin- -:,
,"pose
pose o this paper is, to identify- and priefly describe, several major
nersthreats.to national security, many of which are outside the ur,--- .

. ,view of chational security as traditionally defined;

:

-
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*The overwhelminglymilitary 'approach to national security, is bastrd
on, the
the assumption that the'principal threat to security comes from
..on,
...Ci4ler, ,nationS. Sup the.teats to security may now arise lessfroni the,
relationship of.. nation .t nation and more from the relationship of
man Ito nature. Dwindling reserves of, oil and the deterioration of the-,,
earth'i biological systems now threaten the security
of rations ev7'-erywhere.
-.

:A.

,

',

..,

'I

,

)

,
National security'cannot be maintained unles national' economies.tan,
,

,'
''
1Y

A

be sustained,,but, unfortunately, the health Of many economies cannot
be ,sustained, for much, longer without major adjustMents. All ac1,7
vanced induStrial economies are fueled primarily by oil, a. resource

that is being depleted. While military strategits have worried about

the acces"f indalrial economies to Middle, Eastern oil, another

.

more serious threat, the eventual- exhaustion of the world's oil supplies, has been moving to-the fore. If massive, alterriatiV sourGeS of
energy' are not in place when the projected Ow.nturn in world oil
prochictiim conies some 15 years
hence, CiipPling economic disrup, ,,;,
..s.

.

.

_

tions'..will result.'
.... _;' :4 .,

'
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.
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i

.
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Wgiro: trw-o-n,supply
supply is threatened -by tlepletion, the-pro4luctivity of 7
systemsfisheries forests, grasslands,
the ,earth's principal

and- croplands is threatened'by excessive human claims. These bio-.
.

I

t

V
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.
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"Global food ingecurity and the associated'
instability in food,prices have become a
common source of political i6stability."
-

.4

. .-

..

,

.

logical,fytems provide all food and all the raw materials for industry
excfpt minerals and petrocherrircals: In fishery after fishery, the catch
oval.:exceeds the long-term sustainable yield. The cutting,of trees exceeds`the
regenerative capkity of forests almost everywhere. Grass,
,lands,are deteriorating on every continent as- livestock populations
_.increase along with human population. Croplands too are being darn,
.,.aged by erosion as population pressures mount. Failure to arrest this
-deterioration _of biological systems threatens not only :the. security of
nations but the survival of civilization as Ave know it.
r
).-.''
,,m diVclual
,

.

,

.,

,

,

.

;,,

,The...deterioration of the earth -s biological systems is not a' peripheral
-,
issue Of concern only to environmentalists. The global economy de,.

peridi on these :biological s stems. AnYthing thai threatens their,
viability threatens the gl a economy. Any deterioration 'in , these
;systems representsa deterio ation irithe human prospect. ..

,,,

-..

,

s,..ihe severities progress these new threats' are becorniqg pore vis,,,Ible.:Purinkthe decade, food Shortages have led to temporary rises in '
,eattc,rates in at least a dozen' countries. Indeed,"the Jives lost to the
increase in hunger may exceed -the combat casnalties, in all the inter. .natibriarConflictS of the past twO decades.

...01,0balfocid insecurity and the associated Instability in food: prices
ave,,bec,oine A. common source of political instability. ,:The centuries -_

.,,old dynasty in Ethiopia,9m4 to an gnd'in 1974 not because a foreign -,
..,p0yer.invaded and prevailed but because ecological deterioration preSipitajed .a food 'crisis and famine. In the summer of 1976.,the Polish,
O,.yernment was badly shaken byriotswhen it sought to raise food
,,priccsicloser,to the world level. In 1977, the riots'that followedf,official
attempts to raise food prices in Egypt came closer to toppling. he got/ernmentof,Presideht Anwar Sadat
than has Israeli military power .5
..,
_.-- .

..

,,

,,

-

-

d for
et nee,.,

countries to confront these threat's and, tnaddress theni
oc. eraivelySiggests that the military's role in securing a ,natioii:s
;biingand survival is, relatively less important than it once was.

esame time, protectIng.,and smiling the uture of a nalion by
renithening,,international cooperation, devel' ping' alternative -en-

6

.
g

.

.

ergy sources, and producing adequate food supplies are_escalating in
importance.

The Lagging Energy Transition

.

.4

4

Whet the Arab ell embargo was imposed:in late.1973, irunderlitred
7th.e.'-villnerability of `oilimpOrting countries everywhere. Since then

attention has focu,secr on the threats to national security posed by
such disruptions. President Ford and Secretary of State Kissinger
hiqted strongly at a military invasion of the Middle Eastern all fields
iri the event of another threat to tlfe Kfil "lifeline" to the Western
iiidtiStrial countries.

,

In their preoccupation with short-term supply disruptions, strategic
platmers have lost sight of a far more central fact; namely, that oil
reserves, are being rapidly depleted aixd that the downturn in world
oil p
may be only a decade ind alf away. It is the'failure.
to prepare for this eventuality that poses the real threat to.the future
iaroduction

security of oil dependent nations.

.

The krab oil embargo of late 1973, temporary though it was; did provide some clues as to what a world with shrinking oitsupplies would
be like. Eaily in 1974, American motorists found themselves 'sitting in
long lines at service stations. Some waited with anger and frustration,
others with resignation for their* turn at the gasoline pump. 'Half a,
world away wheat farmers in North-India satin line on the ground,
' at the local petrol station with fivg-gallon fuel cans Waiting for .a
,

delivery of gasoline for their irrigation pumps. Many held their

place in the queue for days but the gasoline never came. The shortage of irrigation fuel reduced thg wheat harvest by a milliontons,
enoirgh4fii'feed six million Indians for one year. For American motorists and -Purtjabi wheat farmers, the,energy crisis Was at least.
teMporarily a reality.

,

The harsh winter Ayeather_ot..early_49-77 found -theUnited-States:
''''"Wori`OrrialuFarias, a principal fuel used for both household and

7

(

industrial purposes. An uncommonly severe winter, coupled with the

lack of an effective conservation program, had led to, critical short- 9
ages in several northeastern and midwestern states. As factories were
forCed to close, an estimated 1 millidn workers were laid off, adding.
to already widespread unemployment. Schopls were closed and stores
curbed their businesshours.6

,

-4,2

These graplkic shortages in the United States and Iridia should not be
viewed
as rare or random events. Rather they should be seen as 'ad.
,vance warnings of ani unfolding crisis of vast proportions, one that is
-alidost certain to shake the foundations of the global economic systern. The effect of energy shortages ort food production in India and
on industrial output in the United, States illustrate the, link between
energy supplies and economic activity.

,

*

It is.agaizi" sti this backdrop' ,that the energy crisis of the seventies, °a

,

crisis of lacith supply and priceaCquires significance. The, world is.
not unning.out of, energy; but oil suppliesmare shrinking. The world
has switched from one, energy fuel to another before, but did Sp
gradually and without Haste. The shift from wood .to coal took siey,Oral centuries and the mote r,ercent substitutisit of oil for coal was
spread over a century. But now the shift from oil to alternative energy
sources Must be Undertaken within the next decade or two. Given the
lead times needed to bring new slurces of energy into use, there is no,.
time to spare.

/
f

...

efigp

-

A

.The century-long growth in world oil production is projected to

Ttizenith and begin to decline within 15 years or so. Oil produC-

.tiOn in the United States, until recently the world's leading producer;
Peaked in'1976 'and had fallen off steadily since then.? The...United
States was not seriously. imperiled by,this downturn since it could fill
he "wideiing -gap_.sbetween rising consumption and falling domestic
rOductiOn with imports. The world as a whole .obViously will not
this option.
:7
either turn to alternative energy sources or,'
aceEeCdtisecjuences of a shrinking energy supply. While some in..

dustnal societies might be able, to reduce cmsumption merely by
ehriunating waste, countries in which oil is used almost entirely for

8.

1.

-°.

J

.

..

.

=

.

'agricultural and industrial prig poses can reduce consumption only
bmeducing- living standards.
.

1......,,

Two, sets bf estimates or world oil reserVesproveri reserves (cusr

.

f!

.,

,

,

tomarily defined as, those that can be recovered with current technology,and prices) and ultimately recoverable'reserves (which-allow for
new .discoveries and fiir improvements in oil-extraction technology)
oil production will fall off.
v can be, used tb get a rough idea of when
.The estimates of reserves most widely. relied upon are those produced
.by. the Oil and Gas Journal, whichloAses its figures on consultation
with both" governments, and bil companies. For 1977 thejouinal eslimated world proven crude oil, reserves. at 599 billion barrels,.8 Ettipates of ultimately recoverable reserves (which are higher than those
..of proven reserves) have tended-overthe past decade to range.aibund
.
4,00 billion barrels.
.:
.

.

.

,

. Most projections now show world oil production peaking in the early
.19,90s and then 'steadily declining. As prod ction 'slows, the'growth
. in demand may substantially oirtstrip pro ction arld lead to severe.
shortages. Both a U.S. Government an ysis of are world energy
econonw_and an analysjs undertaken b an international group of
-dxperts, heated by Ptofessor Carroll' Wilson at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology suggest that a serious' upply-demand imbal-once of energiwill occur as early as 1.9p.:,

. ,-.

.

,

i :

....

4.

said that the ,

Su marizing his group's findings, Professor Wils

"must drastically curtail thZ1r....yv,th of energy g and move
oassively out of oilsinto'other fuels with wirtiine urgency" or "face
foreseeable catastrophe. ' He went- on to say that fife "end of the era
wor

of growth in oil; production is probably at the most onry 15 years

a.w.ay.". His_,,findings.eckeed statements of James Schlesinger; Secretary of the'Li.S. Department of Energy.f8 c..,

The eventual downturn in world oil production will be preceded and
..,..hastened by the weduction decreases in individual countries: The
....4e5line-already under way ip the United States. will be followed by
countries. Cenacia'has ldst its ex,downturn, in other oil-prod
o
' . ,-,..:.
. -.,.,.
-..
..y.,.

.

.....:-.

.

4

portable surplus of, oil. kuinania, -once a leading oil exporter, is
now an importer. The Soviet. Union may lose its exportable surplus 11
Of of within F.matter of years and leave Eastern Europe entirely
deperidentsn the Middle East and other sources for imports.

*/0

The rather abstract global estimates of remaining oil man more when
translated into per capita terms. The upper, estimate of 2,0b0 billion
bare telp of ultimately recoverable reserves comes to 500 barrels'per
son
the current world population. An American with a large

automobile that averages 10 miles per gallon' and that 'is driven

10.,000 miles per year requires just over 20 barrels' per year. At this
rate, driving alone would exhaust an individual's share of remaining
world Oil reserves-in just 25 years. Besides the assumption that all
remaining reserves will be shared equitably, this calculation is based
upon ..the assumptions that all potentially recoverable oil will be economisally ri:cov.ered, that po'ulation will not increase further, and
that oil will be used only for autotnotive fuel and not-fortracror fuel,
4pethemicals, heating, and other purposes.
heend Of the age of oil was being contemplated as early as the mid-

Aiventieth century, but it was no cause for alarm because nuclear
power was, waiting in the wings along with vast reserves of coal.
within a 24-month span betweeh 1975 and 1977, the outlook began to

change. In the United States the 'official projections of nuclear .g!'7,:/"
erated electricity forAthe end of the century were reduced by, two -4,,
tkircli; an international surmej? indicated .$)milar rechictions
every
,major Western ,irldustrial country. As of mic11,1977, for example, West
Cser

an ,political. parties were contemplating adopting. a, ,i,yer, ear

fildiatorium,on the construction of nuclear power plantd.11

'EffOris to ameliorate the projected downturn in world
'bitinning to nuclear power have brought their own
$,;to nationsecurity. It has not beer{ possible to separate the int ational spread
,Of nuclear Power ,for peaceful purposes from the se,afpl of komb:
,grade,ittislear materials..As Denis Hayes notes in, roi of Hopi: The.
iansitios
to a Post-Petroleum World, "widesprea weApons prolifer.
anon is sure to follow the rapid growfh of comrreal nuclear,pOwer
t

'

O

ti

.

.

facilities:12 The modest,contribution of nuclear power to the world
energy supplies cannot compensate for the insecurit4 of a world' o
present and potential nuclear powers. ', "
.

.-

Even while the nuclear dream was fading, a respected group of scientistilcautioned against continued heavy reliance on coal. A *U.S.
"(National Academy of Sciences study pointed out that use of coal as
projected would almost certainly, lead to profound and irreversible
shifts in the global climatic system. Within two centuties; the Academy foresaw, the burning of coal wobld lead to a several-fold increase
in atmospheric carbon dioxide and an associated rise in the average
global emperature of 6° C or 11 °. F.13 With oil wells 'going dry,
nuclear power m limbo, ant the hepy use of coal threatening to alter
the global climate, the. urgency of developing renewable energy
J.

.

I

'Sources hiS"become obvious.

The dominant ,characteristiPof the transition now beginning is this
urgency. The time available to make the transition has been shortened
Jay analytical failures, errors in judgment,,and a lack of pOlitical lead-

ership in the principal industrial countries. At mid-century when it
. was becoming clear that oil reserves would not last fbrever, it was

mistakenly assumed that nuclear' power would fill the void, initicAly
-.a.s.a.source of electricll power and ultimately as a source of other
ruels:as well., This mistaken assumption led humanity to waste fully
a qttarter of a century, and now no more than a decade and a half ,re
mains before the projected downturn in world oil produttion.,_

N.

`Even installing solar collectdrs on individual hopes can take coun;
try- many year's. Hundreds of millions of solar collectors would be
needed worldwide by 1990 to offset the projected fall in petroleum
production. Technologies must be perfected. Factories must be built
to manufacture the solar units. Investment capital Must be Mobilized
:A work force uh be trained to instalrand maintain the collectors
Individual ho &miners must be acquainted with solar technologies

The global transition to renewable energy sources must be ,made
sickly, yet 'nothing even' vaguely resembling a global plan for

Ic

hlo naliiinalthhetahles foiashiffink

:t---

the--

economy from,petioleuin to renewable

ti

, energy sources have been drafted."

-4
making this 'transition has been put on paper. 1\lu national timetables,

much less a coordinated global timetable for shifting the economy
from petroleum to renewable ertergy sources, have been drafted: The
'rate of transition from petroleum to solar energy sources, the number
of solar collectors to be installed each year by country, the number of
'windrriills to be erected where wind power is economically feasible,
and the area of farmland to be devoted to the various eafrgy craps all
- _ ,
need;to be calculated.
;

-

13
.

Circumstances suggest the need'for a crash energy conservation pro,grany and for 4 broad-based global effort to' develop the entire range

of 'renewable energy sources, An all-out conservation

program is

needed to stretch remaining oil reserves as far as possible and ,so buy
time t'cothift, to renewable esters/ sources., The challenge is to. hus-

'band scarce petroleum resOutrces While' designing ,a sustainable and
iietro'leum-free economic sy-item. The risk. is that-petroleum supp les
willbe squandered frivolously on non-essential uses before an agricultuFal system can be develoPed that is not dependent on oil.

,
The,need for all the c,ountries of the world to act in concert t
ormulate and launch a transition program, including devising a timetable,

isf'paramount. But only a few countries such, As Chinawith its
Methane generators, small-scale hydroelectric getteratotsra*refores-

tation >prograMsand Brazilwith its ethanol automotive-fuel prograni-4-are systematically developing thelr renewable energy sources.

Wiihout a timetablethe world may one day discover that most of its
oil an'cl gas is gone and that alternative spurces of energylre not

quate to susta'in the economic system. uenis Hayes believes that the
energy transitio'n will require. aglobal mobilization of tes'ources comparable' to thtt for World War II. In his spring,1977 energy message,
Presictent carter likened the enermi situation. to-"the moral equivalent

of war. the Presiderirs essessixtent would have been even grimmer
he awaited the %Clonal Ach'clerity of Sciences stu'dy of enerd.
4ficl.cliinate, Which indicates, the dangers to climate of long-term, reli-

'eke on coal."

f

'
et

The Deterioiation of Biological Systems

.

Pressures on the earth's. principal biological systems' are mounting
rapidly as popitlation expands and as incomes climb. Stress is evident
m
in each of the four major
biologicalAystem'soceanic fisheries, grassfan-ds, .forests, and croplandson which humanity depends for 'food
and industrial raw materials. ,Except for croplands, allpare
natural systems, little modified by humans. Tree farming and fish
farming, offer a means of expanding output beyondd that of the natu.
ralsystems, but this, requires additional 'energy.

DisCussions of.lonterm economic growth prospects in recent years
have concentrated n nonrenewable resources, especially Minerals
and fossil fuels. They have been-unaettirded by thetimpiicit assumption that .because biological resources are renewable; they are of little.
toncern. In fact, both the nonrenewable and renewable resource
baies have been shrinking" iiiraddition to food, biological systems
provide Virtually all the raw materials for industry except petroleum-

7

derived synthetics and, minerals such as iron ore,, bauxite, and copper.

..TheisCugent..worlcI population of four -billion humans is putting great.
...

,

.

pressure on these bioldgical systems, often more than thEky can endure
'over' the long term. The pr,oductivity of scores of oceanic 'fisheries is
falling as the catch exceeds their regenerative capacities. In a protein
htvigry world, overfishing has recently becoMe the rule, not the exCep:

'r,

tion. Forests are shrinking before the onslaught 'of. the firewood

gatherer; the, land-hungry farmer, anZlirfihe international timber in- 4
.
terilt?.
.'
.
.
...
.
.
As numbers of cattle, water.buPfalo, sheep, goats, and cajnels Inc-tease'
being over. along iVith human populations, the earth's grasslandsare
taxed., Denudation, .soil erosion, and desert encroachment' result.
_CrOplands also arc under pressure, and frontiirs have largely, disap-

.

peared..,Fallow,cyclts everywhere are shbrtening.
.

'

-

.

The oceanic food chain, yieldinp some vo million' tolls of fish per
year, is humanity's principal source of high-quality ptiotein. Not only/
sat '''

'

13

.-

. do fish provide animal protein for direct consumption, but the less.
palatable species are converted into fishmeal and fed to poultFy that 15
prdclitZ.e meat ancreggs. Fisheries also yield fish oil and other specializdc1)Y-products usedbyindustry..
,
.
:"

"

/

Throughout most of human history, there were far more fish in the .
oceans than wt could, ever hope to catch. This perceived abundance
led-to an enormods expansion of world fishing fleets duffing the peri-

oii sinctiieWorld War II. Investment in fishing capacity increased

severalfold as the indistry adopted' sophisticated technologies such as
fishtrackini using sonar. Between 1950 and 1970, the catch increased
by an average of :nearly 5 percent yearly, fat outstripping, population
growth and sharply boosting per capita supplies of marine protein.
During this two - decade span, the catch more than tripled, climbing
from 21 to 70 million metric tons. At nearly 70 milliori tons in live
weight it averaged some 4Q pouncg per person annually, well above
the annual off take from the world's begrherds.li
..
Between 1950 and 1970, fish supplied a stearin), expanding share of.,
'human protein needs, but in 1970 the trend was abruptly and unex,pettedly interrupted. Since then, the catch has fluituated between 65
and 7Q million tons, clouding the prosiiects for an ever-bigger catch.
MeanWhile, world population growth has led to an 11 -percent decline
In the Kr capita catch and to rising priEes for virtually every edible

v..

'The earth's grasslands too are, under growing pressure. The products
Originating from the six billion acres of grassland play an important
role
rol
the food, energy, and industriaksectors of the global economy.
Gtasslandsoupply many protein foodx several forms of energy, and
ntnnerotis raw materials for industry:
,

.

support the ruminants that supply nioh of. the world's
Grasslands

jnent*inilk, butter, and cheese. In addition to protein for human conimptiOn, they provide energy for agricultdte. Just as the firewood
7fr:on fOresis serves as fuel for cooking, so grasslands supply the en,

e

&I: the draft animals that till a third.of the w,prld's croplands.

:14
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The one-fifth of the earth's land surface on which:forage or rumi,nants and other animals is Produced is a cornerstone of the global'

economy. Integral parts of both the world food and the world energy
economies, these grasslands and the 2.7 billion domesticated rumP
,..nants they. support -1.x billion cattle,1. billion sheep, 400 million

,,,

s

goats, and 110 million water buffalo-also tepresent an Essential

aouroe of raw materials .for indudtry.16 Their prOduction potential
.
and their condition directly influence the prospects of feedingOur still
expanding population. As humanity's demand for meat, milk, butter,
, cheese, leather, tallow, and wool has risen over the past generation,
pressures on grasslands have increased markedly. So tOo has the need
,,,
for more draft ani Is intensified the pressure on grasslands. But in
some, areas, suppor 1 g existing populations of ,draft animals has albeady become well igh impossible, and draft animals tOo emaciated
,
f-r-e-..
- to draw plin7vsare ecommg,commonlighTs-, Kow-tirat- te- t
placing water buffalo or bullocks with tractors has been de erred by
..the tail shortage in many poor countries, overgrazing both directly
threatens the supply of livestock products and, by weakening draft

1

.

....

arittials,;indirectly threatens fOod:production.

.ftergrazing is not nets, but its scale and rate. of accelerationoare un-

piecedented. Deteriation that once took centuries is now being

.
%

,-

compressed into years byjinexorable population growth. Populations
that sustain them.
,are, in effect, outgroWingthe biological systems tha
,,,-,
.

Humanity depends on the earth's forests for firewood, lutnber, newsprint, and ,a host of less essential products. Wood' pulp is the raw
material used in the manufacture of rayon. Paper is the feedstock of
modern industrial societies, n, which more people are employed in
offices than in 'factories ark 0 farms. In a bureaucrat ?c, nortindus,, , trial city, like Washington, i is the prinCipal raw material. It is the
common medium of. both mass and interpersonal,. -communication ev-i.. 7
''rywhere.
.
.

,

.

.

.

',

'
,

-

firewood is still the principal energy fuel in many Third World coun- t
., tries. Villagers in the poor countries where'firewood is used for cooking are,decimating local forests. The average villager requires nearly a .

,

,

e-,,,,,,,*

--.
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"Populations are, in effect,Ouigrowing the
biological systems tha t sustain
-.

-

.t

. ..

..,

°'

....

.

ton of firewood each year, and expan ing village populations are
raising firewood demands so fait that the regenerative capacities-Of 17
Many forests are being surpassed. Forests recede farther' and farther

"''' from the villages until eritire regions and. 'countries are eventually
.
deforested.''

.

.

.

.

While firewood is a principal energy source only in developing_cOun- -I.
tries; wood is a primary -building material everyWhere. Vast tracts of
"forests are cut teSecu...re the lumber used to build' houses, schools,

?Chin:dies, offices, shops, bridges, railroads, factories, and storage
'''''`facilities. But. even tholigh the forests are being-decimated, most of
'humanity is poorly housed: the need to house some.64 million new
inhabitants each year, coupled with the need to replace existing housing, is raising total claims on many remaining forests' beyond A sustairableievel.

4

A third major pressure on the earth's woodlands comes from. the de-

mand for newsprint. As the share of humanity that

.-

is literate

'ekpandis, the demand for newsprint expands even more rapidly than
The_pressures of these rising demands are further- aggravated
lack of paper-recycling facilities in principal paper-consuming
Countries.
.

r}
'

tOrests have proved to be one of humanity's most'valuable economic
reSdiirCk and in consequence; to be one of the most heavily exploitAlmoSt every country undergoing rapid population, growth is
"being 'deforested. If cutting is excessive, forests shrink and their .ca-"PaCity to satisfy human, needs diminishes. Most of the Middle East

and Mirth Africa and much ofqontinental Asia, tentral America,

.

'arid the Andean regions of SouiliWiperica are now virtually treeless. t
In these denuded -areas, wbodarlAd wood products are scarce and ex:jierisiiie. What is worse, .tfie remaining forested..area .in all these
legkoris_except eastern Asia, principally china, is shrinking.

ro lands *duce an even greater variety of products. They supply

too ,industrial raw materials such as rubber,,and a variety of-fibers,
alCohols "starcht4,'ana vegetable oils. The proportionate contribution
.

.
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of cultivated crops to the global econo y isar greater than the one8 tenth of the earth's land surface that
.. tli occupy.
...
..

%

.

.

As world population gradually exp ndetrafter .the development of,
agriculture, farming spread from v. ey t4 valley and.from continent
,...to, contipenf until sliy the, mid-tw tietl4 century the, frontiers had
virtually disappeared. Eveti While he amount of new land awaiting
Me plow shrankrtlie growth, in deznand for food was expanding at a
record pace, Coupled with/the uneven distribUtion of land'in many
countries, these trends have 'engendered a land hunger that is driving
millions of farmers onto soils of marginal qualitylands subject to'
low and unreliable rainfall, lands With inherently. low 4 fertility, lands
too steep to- sustain cultivation.

-

*

.

I

-

Anyone who has traveled across Africa, up arid down the Indian subcontinent,. or around Latin America has seen firsthand the 'consequences of extending cultivatiO onto land that should either be left
in its natural state or icultivated only with special techniques. One
need be neither, a' trai ed agronomist nor a prophet to see the grim
future' in store, if the use of the earth's meager soil resources con4
,
tinues. .
.
'-

.

Apart from the loss f ctoPland, erosion on remaining cropland' is

. undermining soil, pro uctivity. A natural process,soil erosion as such

,is neither new nor necessardralarming, but when erosion outpaces
the formation of new Soil,inherent soil fertility derlineg.
i

The mantle of topsoil'Govering the earth ranges in depth` from a few
inthes to a few hundred feet. Over much of the earth's surface it is
04y inches deep., ustially less than a foot. Nature prodUces new soil
.verytslowly, much ore slowly than. the rate at Which humans are
now-removing it. TE us, (mice topsoil is lost, a vital capacity to sustain
life is diminished. With soil as with Many other resources, humanity
is beginning to ask-more of the earth than it can give.,
..,

'

It is the rate'of soi erosion that distinguishes the currerit,era from
,other periods. In Vast areas, the a int,of topsoil that is being loSt -, ,.

'

'

through erosion exceeds that being formed by nature. Soil scientists
analyzing, the relationshiP between soil loss and formation have es,
tablished a tolerable rate of soil loss (T factor). This T factor ordinarily
varies from one to five tons per acre, depending on the local' condidone:163a survey of Wisconsin soils, 70 pgrcent experienced soil losses greater than the .tolerable levels"';' on solls with a T factor of 3.0
ions, tit actual loss was 8.4 tons, more than d6uble the tolerable rate.r8

Concern beer the lbss of topsoil in the Unitid States iss escalating.
Ltither Carter writes in Scieiwe th'at '"The erosion of croplands by
wind and water remains-one of the'Aiggest, most pervasive' problems

the nation faces.." The problem persiStS because,
'the- calculations
Of litany farmers, the hope of 'maximizing short -term crop yields and
,profits has taken 'precedence over
the longer term advantages of con.
- serving the soil.", In an analysis
of the condition of U.S. soils, the
'Ioiva=based Council for figricultUral Science and Technology reports
that "a.third of all cropland was suffering soil -losses too great to be
sustained withdut a gradual, 6.ut uhiniately disastrous, decline in pro-,
atietivitY." U.S. Secrefary of Agriculture Bob Bergland'has called for
a new research effort to determine more fully the extant of .St, oil
deterioration. He 'is well aware that even. the .heavy use 'of
zer
cannot .over the longer *telin,stiffice to compensate r losses beyond
certain point1.19,

2

ore
more the "carryini capacitiet" of biological systems are;beirif ignored and exceedead. In, many ways the natural biological sys.terns on, Which humanity depends function like a philanthropic
operating on a fixed endowment. With $100 million that
earns 6 perCent yearly, a foundation can esafely disburse $6 million
er yea14.400nitely. If however, overly enthusiastic' project officers
egin,clisMk-TSIng the foundation's resources at $10 million per year,
Aite`foundition's financial assets would gradnally be.Consume4i. Even-fOtindatiOn,would lose i productive assets'and close its
doors: 5:+4'10,' with biological system§. 4n neither case can the offregenerativ e capacity for long,

A, many Third` or1(countries population growth is now acting, as
b e-edged "sword, simulfaneouply ,expanding demands on the

19
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m
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biological systems while -destroying the resource. bases. As long as the

demand for fish is less than the sustainable yield of the fishery,
population growth has no impact on production.'Bu't once the demand exceeds the sustainable yield,then population growth begins

to eat away The productive resource base. In some cases; this process
can, continue until the biological resource is,entirely destroyed.
History has recorded a ,few ins tances of, such abuse. North Africa
m empire. Today, the fertility of
was once 'tlie-T ranary of the Roan
the region's badly eroded soils has fallen so low that the area importsmost of its food. ;Accounts of the collapse of the early .Middle Eastern
civilizations attributed. the downfall of these societies to invaders "froni
the north, but more recent investigations fink their decline to the waterlogging and galting'of their iffigation,systems and to the-'collapse ,,."
of their food supplies. For some.countries: eltEro'aChing
.
. deserts po's7t'''''''
:
4
K far greater threat than invading
armies.
.
r.
, t., ---,
Efforts tti preserve the "biorogical systems on which liumanity deI.

..;

.

Peas must ultimately involve constraints on global consumptiOn.
.,klegotiating limits on the consumption pf tuna or newsprint, Will
bring national interests into conflict, Putting great pressure on the

international political system.. Resolving. such problems will ta)1 theA
'

.skills of diplomats.

-

..

,

1....

The Threat of Climate'ModifiCation....-:-

Climate and climate change have always influendedLhuman social
evolution, but only recently have humans acquired the means to

influenCe climate. Usually inadvertent, .the hunian influence on

climate can sharply reduce food production, and hence a Country's

.
_

secur,ity. In low-incotne countries unable to offset crop shOrtfalls with
iisein death
impots,(// production drop can translate direCtly into a. ,-,
..;., .
rates.
.
.
..
..,
,-f,
.d
:
-,

.

Academy of Sciences reports,
.a 1975 study by the
"While the natural variations of climate 'have been larger than 'those
Ahat.may
have been. induced b' human activities during the past cen,-

....As

_
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r some cou ries, encroaching
eserts.pose a fax-greater' threat
than invading armies."

.v

7

:

,

,

;

fury, the rapinity with which um'an impacts threaten to grow in the
future, and, increasingly tojd srurb the natural course of events, a
Matter or'Concern." The Ac demy study went on to note that "these
impacts i,nclude man's cha es of the atmospheric composition end
'.his, clir t interference with factors controlline.the all-important heat

21

..

balance
"21)
,

..,

The earth's heat%.!dget e uals the amount of energy it receives horn.
the s' ,n rni,pui the amount reflected or radiated into space. If this delialance were Altered- di that the: earth retained more or less hiatit-had.. in the pastt, tke. earth's
would change. If it received .
less, a new ice age would begin. If it retained a great deal more 4
polar is caps would melt raising the oceans and submerging
titracfk of land and coastal cities.

-:,''-,

;

.

`

* ear'th's absorption and reflection .of heat can be altered in many

ys: At ithe local level, the shift from forest to field altered this
'capacity, as did that from field to desert; The deforestation of_yast
?areas:, eithex as a result of clearing land foeigriculture or of cutting.
1,rewood, can influence _local climates Measurably. Conducted on a
igeenough 4cale, defOreStation could change the global cliinate ,as
ell.
_.

.

.
.

"'The
'The chief worry emerging among the meteorologists and geophysi,

cists, who study the earth's heat balance is that increases in the

amount Of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere will promote a "green;
Ouse effect. Carbon dioxide dOes not reduce incoming solar racliaAibilbut it does absorb some of the heat that is re-radiated. Thus, any
,alinOs jieric irise in the CO2 level would cause the atmo,sph6ic tems,,:..
...
rat retO increase. :
,.. ,
,',',-,' .
' . ... Jesent, vast tonnages of carbon that have been sealed under the
'._eart An losalfuels for geological epochs are being released into the
,Amosphere, .Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, the
-

-

' ..

urning of fossil fuels has raised
CO2 : levels in the atmosphere
.,
,y, art, e4imated 13 percent, and, as a 197 study by `,the ,National
cadet-m/70 Sciences- projects, a four to
tiforclincrease in At-,,

.

.

.

.

ospheric carbon' dioxide can oe expected within the next two centuries if continued heavy reliance on fossil filets continues. According

twthe Made* study, "our best understanding of the relation be-

ween art increase in Carbon dioxide in' the atmosphere and change
4ri global temperature suggests a corresponding increase in average
world temperature of 6° C or more with polar tempeiature increases
of as much, as three times this figpre."21

This increase in average terriperitnre of 6° C or 11°F would be accompanted by increases, in hvittraft',,and :in precipitation. 4,04'-:se led to even a '00=aigree warming of the upper p6c
' meters.of "i) aarwater, simple e*ansibn woulcF raise the sea level by
about one meter. In the preface to the Academy Study, Philip Abel:

,:.::,,--'
..s-4,

,...;,,

son atticrThomas Malone indicate that "the primary limiting 'factor on
energy, production from fossil ft.tpl,s over tfie next few centuries may
turn out to be the climaticeffects: of the release of carbon dioxide."
, ,., They'then report that averting a wholesale warming of the earth" Will
.require a carefully planned international program and a fine sense of
fa.
"dining on the part ordecisionInakers.,
......
.
....

,

.

4

"-the amount of fossil fuels that can be Safely burned over the long
term may be determined more by the effect of their combustion,on cli-

,,,,,,....

;.,,,.

... mate than by any -other factor. Apart from the air pollution associated
with burning, fossil fuels, the carbon dioxide factor may force the
world to shift to solar energy sources. The diSct use of sunlight,
,,

.

.,

wind power, and water power do not raise atmospheric CO2 levels:

NOr
'Cloes4,,the burning of wood unless it contributes to net deforesta-'
.
(
non...

A

pollution, as weathersource of climatic change is ther
Anot
mperatures within the
forecasts for major cities remind us daily.
inner city commonly range from afew to several degrees, higher than

those-of the outlying areas. Sp far, the clearly measurable thermal,
effects remain 'largely localized, but continuing growth in fossil-fuel
use could eventually lead to global temperature °increases., A 1977
Fokl. Foundation sporisored Study, Nuclear Power': Issues
Choic,es, eeported that electriepoWer generation can both directly and

'21
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indirectly Warm up the earth. "The thermal output of both, coal and
,nuclear ,power plants contributes directly to the latg-term heating
of the atmosphere. A much more immediate atmospheric heating
problepl,, however, results from the carbon dioxidproduced when
:tbalfiS bur ned."22

'

.4 pother potential influence on climate is that of 'airborne dust, the
most
common and easily recognized of the man-made pollutants that
,
affect aimate. Dust is generated by virtually every human activity
,from suburban driving to tilling the soil. Meteorologist Helmut
Landsb4:
estimates that, along with world population, the amount
.
Of cliist in the atmosphere has doubled since the-thirties despite the,
absence of "major volcanic eruptions.23 Other sources estimate that
;the amount of dust or.particulate matter being'discharged into the atmosphere is now increasing by atatit :4 peicent per year. At this rate
, Orincreese, dust levels at the close Of the century would climb far
beyond .present levels. Since pafticulate Matter in the atmosphere
ends 'to scatter incoming radiation 'ma to reflect it back into space
efOie it reaches earth, particles form, what amounts to-a layer of insulation, reflecting the
-sun's ra4s ,away from the earth' and thereby
-0,,*
,

._

wering the planets' temper tore. The relationship between this
Cabling potential and various warming influences is not yet, fully
understood, and requires furth .Iresearch.
H

.:.,

a

.

-

part xom the inadvertent modification of climate, delib,,grate at-

Aempts to alter the climate ire;;becoming increasingly common. Chief
,amontthese ark efforts to i crease rainfall where water supplies' are
An:adequate Same rainmakin technologies haVe proven at 19st,mod,erately siactessfal. In fact, ,t e issue of Cloud-seeding .precipitated a

,traih .jil, _the United States between the states of 'Washington and
'',,dirOittring,the,drouillt-ridderi early months of I.977, WasfirilgtSn'p
,Stife:officialS, who had hired a rainmaking firm to sea-clouds movIng,mlid from the Pacifie, Were accused by Idaho's political leaders

!,'_,Cloiadi.rttitlingl" This elatiVely lame skirmish raises the prospect
meteorological warfare s countries that are hard-pressed to expand
siiiiPlieS,Oegin-to co pete for available rainfall

,

,

.
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That humans can inadvertently or intentionally. alter global climatic
is now beyond doubt. Whether the world Would be -better"
4-,patterns
f it were warmer or cooler is a moot question: existing agricultUral
.
systems and settlement patterns have evolved in a particular climate,
and climatic changes of any sort can only disrupt those systems. Even
an average t4mperature clicline of one degree in the northern latitudes
could reduce.the 4itswing season by two weeks. Even minor reiluc., tions -in _temperatures in the northern hemisphere could lead to a

southward. shiftorthe monsoon belt in both- Africa and Asia. In

either case, agricultural output would shrink, adversely affecting the
well-being and survival prospects of hu16 ndred's of millions of peOple.

;Global Food Insecu
Insecurity

.

*V.

-

.

.

,

.
..,

-The world food economy has und ergone a basic transformation 'clurin's' the seventies. Not only, did' the world have huge surplus stocks
and excts,s,,,,OOduction capacity at..,the beginning of the decade, but it
also appeared that. both would be long ;lived. Some 50 million acres
out of a,total U.S. cropland base of 35.0 million, kies was held out of

;z1,_,.,,..,

r,,

..

production to support prices.25 .Thgether grain stockpiles and the
U.S. cropland reserve provided security for all humankhrd, a cushion.
against any irnaginable., food disaSters. Suddenly' in 1972 and 1973,

.
.

they both disappeared and the whole world began struggling lo. make
,Jr from oneharvest to the next. Global food insecurity became greater
,thanat any,. time since the years immediately following World War II.

i.,.,

.

Although ,grain stocks have been partially rebuilt ii the.late seventies;
the globilbilance between the supply and.demand for -food remains._
delicate, ,,as the extreme sensitivity of commodity prices to weather .;

reports indicates.Jhe forecast of rain in western Kansas can send
Wheat-futuieS prices down the,d'aily limit pn the Chicago Board of

,Trade. A report that the Indian monsoon has started three weeks
.

later, than usual can send wheat prices up the limit. When the balance

of supply and demtnd is so precarious, a. crop shortfall in a major ,.
producing country can 'set off a wave of, global inflation. In poor
countries, where rising food prices can p sh death rates upward, a
Cr-OPlailitie can also hava demographic im act,

,:-

4
he world's food!
are even less than-,
those held irt,1972,'when poor harvests w. iped out the world's fdod reserves almost

overnightL

I

.

ei

/. .,
t. ,

r,X.

Most of the factors contributing to the transformationeof the world
food economy are inherent in efforts to expand food production in
a world where some food-producing systems are under stress, where
returns' on, some agricultural inputs are dimihishing, and_where land

2.5

is tneqpitablV disttibuted, Systemic stresses are reflected in the decline

of the fish catch,7the enoroaclilnent of deserts on farmland, widespread soil erosion_ (especially in Third World countries) and the
)rowing difficulties attending the further expansion of both the
ropped area and die irrigated area-.

.

As recently as early 1972, the dual reserve of -grain and idled cropland
Seemed more than adequate 'for the foreseeable future, but then the
growth inglobal demand for 'food began to outstrip production. Ad-.
verse weather brought the longer- erm deterioration in the food situa-

tion into public view much as the OPEC price rise brought the pre-

cariousness of the energy situation' into sight.

I In 1961, the combinatidn of reserve grain stocks in exporting court:- ..
tries and the production equivalent of the idled U.S. 'Cropland
equaled 112 days bf world grain consumption. (See Figure 1.) In
19&tlie same combination totaled 93 days. Shortly thereafter it begad to fallto .60 days in 1972 and still further to 39 days in 1973.

All la:c.the,idled cropland was released for productiodby 197,4, entirely
'eliminating this reserve. ,
.

1

.'41.
.
Ii:1 '1976, the rarity of simultaneous record grNoain harvests in three of
,

four leading food-producing countriesthe United States, the Soviet.
Union, and Indialed, to modest stock rebuilding. An unusual!
od
worldwide harvest ih 1977 further contributed to stock rebuilding,
raising reserves to the equivalent of 54 days 0£' consumption for
1978. But even this exceedingly encouraging development guarantees
only a minimal level of food security. Far less than--th-kmargin of 90
to 110 days th.ot prevailed in the eatki960s, the,world's food stocks
are even
even less than those--he &in 192 , when 'poor harvests inthe
Soyiet Union, India, and a number of smaller countries wiped out the
world's food reserves almost over ight.

k'
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(Includes groin equivalent
of idled U.S. cropland.)
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Figure 1: World Grain-Reserves as Days of\World;.
1.4
Consumption, 1960-78
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Throughout the postwar period, the food situation * roost Third
World countries has gradually improved. ,From the end of World

Mr

)i, improvements in per capita food consumptio' arj4 nutrition. led
to a decline in death rates. Indeed, all was going Well:ROI the'eq
4.
,,,/,,, seventies whet" this trend of gradual improvement Wbs.'interrupte '.
. Both .the world per capita fish catch and the per capita production

1

'. - 'Of food then began to_decline. So, too, did 'food reserli,es, as the con,suniption of food began togoutpace production. ,Food security de.,,Clined to,.a postwar low in 1973 and remained at a precariously "low
level for four years. The international, community, stripped of its reL
!serves, , was no longer able to respond effectively to...stop shortages
in, individual
countries. This period contrasted sharply.iwith the fifties .,-,
...
.

,

,
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and sixties when the Unite

Jates was prepared to intervene with-1,
foOd-aid shipments .whenevei and wherever famine threatened. Afferf-22
consecutive monsoon failpres,in,.1965 and 1966, for instance, the
US. shipped a fifth of its wheat crop to India two years in a row and
h'elped.lhat country avert widespread famlne.

-

The'food. scarcity and soaring prices of the seventies'', affected all
coptries, but the brunt of the crisis was borne by the poorest ones.
Bangladesh was one of the hardest hit. It suffered two poor harvests
,.>

diuing the seventies, Both times death rates climbed sharply, claiming
an estimated 427,000 additional' lives in 1971/72 an 333,000 in

074/75. A Ford Foundation study analyzing, the impact of food

shortages- and the battle casualties during the -civil war of 1971/72
corithided that the actual loss of life in combat. was quite small milred_ with the number of dee:Ns-attributable to starvatjoh.26

Tn 1974/75 the rice crop in Bangladesh.was damaged by extensive'
f

_flooding. This fkied,-mlsng the most severe on record, was perpaps

to the hand of man as to that of nature. In large measUre it was the product of the extensive deforestation of the water-

4shedS lin-Nepal and eastern India, where two of, Bangladesh's
-.;,aftrivers originate:
.

India too, was hard hit during the seventies: After as poor harliest in
1972,
'the Indian Government discovered 'that the Soviet. Union had
,
tre,up most of the world's exportable wheat supplies, leaving little
India to use to offset its poor harvest. Thus, the Indian Govern,.

inent. sat

fell .4AcVdeath rates

'While 'fold

by:

In the three -poorest states of Uttar Pradesh, .Bihar, and,
Orissa, 'the increase in death rates above the previous year represented an estimated' 829,000 lives. The loss of life in India alone far
eXCeeded the combat fatalities suffered' in any war since World War
.

.

.

.

linger has also taken a grim 'toll in Africa during the current decade;

Were, the 'proportionarelosi may o9tweigh Asia's, A prolonged

'drought- in Sahelian Africa has brought the deteriorat4g, food situa-

there into sharp focus. The six wuntries of the Sahelian zone-

O

:

L

,

Senegal, Mauritania, Niger, Upper Volta, Chad, anct Maliall suffered loss of life. But no one knows exactly how many died. Cornell
nutritionist Professor Michael Latham testified befdre the U.S Con-

gress thitthe number of !Nes 'lost was probably somewhere,.between
100,000 and 240,006.28
.

Varther east in Africa, the ecological deterioration pf Ethiopia's food
system was also brought into focus by a drought.' This situation
eventually claimed 200,000 lives and brought the 47-year rei of
Emperor. Haile,Selassie to an end. In Somalia too, thousands died of
severe malntitrition -and disease, and many of the victims perished
afterthey reached relief cam ps.29

Several factors have contributed to the global food insecurity of the
,
seventies. One of the most dramatic was the political decision by tne
Soviet Government to admit pUblicly the shortcomings of Its agriculture rather than impose food rationing. When the Soviet Govern.--,:vgytturned to the world food market with thelargest food deficit
of any country in history, it discovered that no aiiintry or combination of countries.ottier than the United States could satisfy its needs'.
A. Republican administration in Washington responded enthusiastically;(to the Soviet need,. virtually emptying U.S. grain ,bins in
the-reiponsil;i1. the process., Injesponding as it did, the U.S. assumed
ity for feeding its principal political and military adversary, one
defense budge was
. against whom the lion's share of the $10.4 billion
.
directed.

1-

The Soviet Union is not the only Eastern European country heavily
dependent on -Western food. Poland, East Germany, and Czechoslo-vakia are regular customers. Without cheap food from the West to
augment its domestic food.,supplies, the Polish Government might
well hive fallen during the summer of 1976when riots in the princi-'
.,pal cities fo'rced the government to roll back foOd'i5rice indesas-es.30
r.

.
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Continuing rapid population growth- inlarge areas of the world has
:contributed enormously to the food insecurity of the seVinties, Virtually all countries with falling per capita food output a Mose with

."

.

tr

i'

'

.

.,

populations increasing, at the te of 151.
to 20-fold' er century. The
tgcord global growth in dema
for food, for someT30 million additional tons of grain per year
good weather or bad, is fueled' both

29

by the 'unyielding growth of population and by growing affluence,
with "the former accounting for two-thirds or more of the annual
growth.

*

u.

Closely related to the contribution bf population growth to food in,
security-An the Third, World is a ,complex of negative ecological '.
trends deforestation, overgrazing, desert encroachment, soil erosion,
and flooding. Pakistan,swith rivers originating in the western Himalayas, has experienced the worst flooding in its history. .A foreign
ambassador in Addis Ababa described the effect of soil erosion in
Ethiopia rather graphically when he said that the country is quite
"literally going down the river." Arthur Caddell, writing of the ecological undermining of the Haitian economy, reports that "the land
produas less and- less each year, while population _soars. . . . The
.

eroded and leached mountain soil can no longer support tree

growth. '131

.
.

Unfortunately,, many of the Third World countries p- lagued with
fapid population growth have managed agriculture poorly. Social
forces that have concentrated 'landholdings in the hands of a few

.

_

have crowded a majority of the farm populition onto a small area of
Lind, or. even work, off the land 'entirely. Consequently, both land
and
labor are grossly underutilized. ID country after country, con.

tinuing malnutrition and growing national food deficits are due
more ,to existing ,social structures than to a lack
of productive ca-'
,.
..
pacity.
.
.

.

_

,

.

,Agricultur4rMismanagement too has taken a_ heavy toll. Some couptries- are confronted simultaneously with rapid population growth,
,erological deterioration of the food system, and agriclittural misman,
,agement, 'Among these are Algeria and Iran, where per capita grain
,,.,production Chas fallen-over the past quarter-century by 61 and 42 pet,...ceni; respectively. This same combination of factors has forced other
countries, such as Libya and Venezuela,. to import half of their total
'rain supply :#
.
t
,

*,28

.
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Since World War II every continent except North America has become" food-deficient. Indeed, those, countries with significant export-

able surpluses can be numbered on the fingers of one hand. In re-

sponse to growing food deficits around the world, the U.S. and Canada increased their grain exports from 56 million tons'.in 1970 to 94
million tons in 1976. Since the United States and Canada experience
the. same climatic cycles, this overwhelming dependence on gne geographic region also contributes to the global food insecurity.

,

The current deCade has witnessed the depletion of world food reserves, the repeated restriction of exports by the principal suppliers,

record food prices worldwide, and-hunger-induced rises in death ratesin at least a dozen countries. As the decade draws to a close, the
international community' must at least prepare for the possibility that
the food scramble of recent years may not be temporary. The slack

appears to have game out of the world food economy, leaving the
entire'world in a highly vulnerable position.

Unless countries can give4agriculture the financial and scientific support,it needs, hunge,r-inditced rises in death rates will probably continue to claim ;fir; more lives than, military conflict. It is also quite
possible that food scarcities and soaring food prices may contribute
more than any other factor to political instability.' In some cases, the
change in governmeIt will come via the ballot box. In others it will
come.through less peaceful means.
Economic Threats'to security

.

.

Eco'nomitally, the seventies have been traumatic and cohf using. They
have brought the first global, double-digit inflation on record during
peacetime and the highest unemployment since the Great Depression.
Capital shortages are plaguing the citadels of capitalism ancrSocia,lism
alike. This unexplained to-existence of inflation and unemployment
has led to a, situation for which economists cannot prescribe a satisfactory remedy.
5
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"The prices of non- renewable and
renewable resources have both increased
during the seventies."-

,*

Inflation is as old as money,. But its global character and some of its

recent causes are fairl3, new on the scene..ilistorically, inflation has 31
been a localized phenomenon, ravaging individual countries from
'time to time. But during the seventies, it has assumed a global dimension, affecting countries everywhere. The meshing of the'economic
cycles of 'virtually all the major industrial countries in the, mid-solenties contributed to both inflation's _spread and to is record severity.
With virtually_ all the indtkstrial economies simultaneously on the upSwing, the worldwide deniand for both raw materials and manufactured goods expanded at krecord rate. The virulent inflation that ensued affeCted 'even the inflation-resistant United States, financially
cons'eNative Switzerland, and socialist Poland (which had clung to
the.belief that socialisin was somehow
rmmune to inflationary forces).
,

-,

Although global double-digit inflation is unique to the seventies, it
many years in the making. Throughout the posiviar period
the average rate of price increase in the OECD countries, which' ac,couritlOr the bulk of the: world's output of goods and services, has
:been gradually.accelerating. From 1953 (0.1960, the,annual rate of inflation irt:4he OECD countries was 2.3 percent. During the first half*
of the sixties, it increased to 3.9 percent. By 1970 it was running at
5.5 percent. In 1971 it increased further to 6.3 percent, and by early
-1974

a, ,y

it"had surpassed 10 perCent.P

Although the prices of many commodities havettlmbed abruptly, the
foUrfold increase in the price.of ,oil thus far during this decade is
perhaps the.Most dramatic and foreboding hike. These steep rises in
petroleurp prices reflected OPEC's decision to "administer" prices, but
the strength to make its resolution stick derived rrom the lack of suit"Able substitutes for oil.

,

eprices of non-renewable and 'renewable resources have. both in-,
.,,,cseasect-during the seventies. The world, pike of wheat,- for example,,
_tripled, between 1970 and 104.3i* Although the big jump in prices
,1_61,19,We,d the massive Soviet purchase of 'U.S. wheat during the sum.;
nier,Of,--19,72,the Soviet pdrchase Was merely the-iiiggering event that

brought the Ionger-term trends iniofoc0s. The growth in world de-

3.0
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nand for. food during the early seventies simply outstripped the

.

,Capacity of, fanners to expand sup lies of wheat
'and other commodi.

'etat-h istorical price levels.

,

,

atching The rises in the prices of f od staples such as wheat was )4,n.
equally dramatic rise in the price of soybeans, a principal source of
quality pr tein. Between J970 nd 1973, world soybean prices,
,increased two- d-one-half times, and urine the four years since they
have shown n indication of returnin to the remarkably stable level
that prevailed efore 1971.3° The soar ni price of soybeans reflects
.both. the inab lily of agricultural scie fists to raise soybean yields
.signifikantly, d a worldwide scarcity f land. on which to produce

.

soy,b,efins. Moreover, the, deterioration o oceanic fisheries places ad -,
pro /ein sources.
ditionalirgsures on soybeans and other land:based projein

,,Like,seybean prices, the prices of lumber and firewood have dogbled and in some case4 tripled during the seventies. Between 1.970 and

,,

:.,

1976, newsprint increased in price from about $150 per ton to just
under $300 per tor o7 Although the sharp climb was commonly
tributed to the.global surge in _economic expansiOn of the' early seVr.

enties, the subsequent cessation of economic, growth during the

mid- seventies did not bring prices down.,%.The "ratchet effect' that
seems tg be operating here suggests strongly that it is the overalllez
lationship between 'the level of demarid and .the siistainableyield,of
forestsand not the short-term shift in demandthat counts.

Even things normally taken "for _granted such, as land, living space;
fresh water, and dean air become costly in a crowded, increasingly
affluent world. Land prices required for home building have soared.
everywhere. Between 1966 did 1976; the average price for a ifeV.;,,.
" home in tbe United States climbed from just under $30,000 'to just
;over- $50,000'35.

.

-et

_eyerg inflation On distort 'both. economic and social values., It re.WarAS Speculators and pena,lite savers. It can wipe out lifetime sax,
ings.almostovernight or reduce people on low or fixecjincomel to un-,
ecpeCtect penury.. Its impact on different groups, within a ,seciety, is

,

"Inflationary stresses can quickly aggravate
social divisions, turning political cracks
Into fissures."

o

I

invariably uneven. Those who ,suffer mast o ten protest, as they did
Gplornbia in September Of-1-97-7, when workers struck and de- 3
tianded pay raises to match the 29- percent inflation rate. The New

York Times described the, situation as the 'strike turned violent:
"Rioting in the slums of Bogota killed at least six more persons
todaybringing the death toll to 16. Thousands of troops in battle
gear patrolled the city in jeeps and armored cars." If global inflationary forces are not managed more effectively such incidents could become CoMmonplace.39

inflationary.,stresses can quickly aggravate social divisions, turning
.political cracks into fissures. Perhaps the ultimate threat of uncontrolled inflation is that it eventually undermines public confidence in
- governments and institutions and can thus pave ,the way for violent
,shifts, to the radical right or left. When German Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt was his, country's Finance-Minister in early 1974, he voiced

his .concern: "I only have to go to the years 1931 to 1933 to say
that the meaning of stability is riot limited to prices."40

Efforts..to cope with inflation by slowing economic growth have aggravated another' economic illrising unemployment. The global labor force is ,growing at a record rate. Young people are flooding the
:abor, market in the poor countries, and ever more women of all ageg
,!! are entering the job market in the rich ones. Governments have
. come, accustomed to creating additiorfal jObs by promoting overall'
economic growth, and in song countries this growth long outran the
,indigenous labor .supply. Acute labor shortages plagued northwest.0,- ern, Europe and Japan dtering the sixties and early seventies al the
number of jobs created by. record 'economic expansion outstripped the
,,,,rturnber of new entrants into the job market. However, 14 the
rising unemployment had even these countries in its grip,

'

-

..

-

.

.

.
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new employment is 'to be created, there must be something for
peaPle to wy, orIc With . For the half, or so of the global labor force in
agriculture,, that "something" is land. From the age of exploration on-

,o.,ward, the .jobless have moved to the fro,ntiers of human settlement
,and, have. often bee_n able to obtain land there for theiasking. In fact,
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this centrifugal force long saved Europe from the throes Of overpopulation. As long as frontiers existed, employment could be created

with trifling amounts of capitalwith that needed to buy crude Arm.
-- implements and seed. But now. that land suitable for settlement has
become scarce or concentrated in a few hands, new agricultural jobs
cannot be readily created unless land is redistributed.

As the opportunities for continuing rapid economic growth subside,
uneinployment spreads: During the recession of -the mid2seventies,,....
some 17 million Workers, the highest number in 40 years, were
.employed ill North America, Japan, and in the industrial, countries
of Western. Europe:" Supplying this continuously expanding corps
of jobless, with unemployment benefits and welfare, payments is be-P
coming a serious burden. In many poor countries,, entrants. into the
job market outnumber new jobs by two to one, levels of unemployinentin these countries are without precedent..
India's labor force was projected to increase from 210 millioritch 273
m Ilion during, the seventies.' Alth6ugh the nation is already stricken
with widespread unemployment and underemployment, 100,000 new
ei3f/ants join the Indian labor force each week. According to the .estiinates.of economist HarryT. Oshima, at least 15 percent of the labor,
force is,tinemployed in Pakistan; Sri Lanka, Malaysia, and the Philippines.42 One -third of Bangladesh's available rnanggver may be unemployedAndonesia's working-age population is gligiving by an estiraated 1.8 million annually, one-fourth, of,its potential,labor force may

now be jobless. Data for scores of'5ther countries show the same

common trend.
,

_

,,
,

.

Looking at the developing countries as a whole, the International Labour Office (ILO) estimated that 24.7 per ent of the total labor .force
was either out ,of work or underemploe in 1970. The comparable
figure for 1980 is expected to approach 30 percent. Between 1970 and
the end,of the-century, the labor force in e less developed countries
.is protected by the ILO to expand by 91 percent. To accommodate

such expansion, a phenomenal' 92.2 mill n additional
jobs would
....
a
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.haie to be created. The projected growth inthe dexielope'countries,
meanwhile, will be only 33 percent.43

35

In..cluntries with low fertility rates, young people entering the labor

.

-

triarkets Step into vacancies created by the retirement of o der workers. In countries, with high fertility rates, comparatively few older
each year while Jane numbers of the young annually
- workers retirefor
jObs. Consequently, half to two-thirds of all new enjoin.the;lines
tfants into the job market in the Third World require newly, created
L,

-

.

0 projections prove accurate, the...world labor force will increase
;,..frout, 1,51 billion in 1970 to 2.58 billion by the year 2000. Employing
,35,million more people per year in, productive ways will require vast
,amounts of capital and natural resouxcesincluding energy.

,

nftconseguence of the inability of governments in countries with
pOpulation.growth to create sufficient jobs is massive emigra-.
mionto..,..countries with 'slower population growth rates and, hence,
available jobs. The quest for jobs'is 'driving people across na-'
lional_hOrders in ever growing numbers. Today, the United States is
nome for eight to twelve million illegal migrants, at least six million
8them believed to be Mexican. Each day thousands, of additional'
4xicans cross, the U.S. border, Making a mockery of passports,
,:ii'-i,arctiMinigration laws,"
,,more

.

.1.n..an. earlier eria, unlicensed workers were seized by immigration
}authorities and deported. Today the numbers have overwhelmed the
aril resources _of,,the Immigration and Naturilization Service.
Xie blunt.fact .is tharU.S. borders are no longer secure. Emigration.oes,,,not S6IVe unemploymeRt problems if 'those emigrating enter
countries where unemployment is, already substantial. The net" effect

,o2;iltegal. :Mexican migration into the United States isto shift unemployment froM rural Mexico to urban America. Indeed, the numkey,otaliensbell'eved to be holding jobs in the United 'Slates in 1977
approximated six .millionthe-number of Americans-Out of work-and
actively seeking jobs. Illegal, immigrants riot only, compete with
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AMericans. for jobs; they also often collect wlfare payments, adding ,
16:the burden of Financially troubled cities such as New York.45
.

:In Europe ;a legal migration orwarkers on a comparable scale has
ciccuried'between the ,pre-industrial countries surrounding the Mediterranean and the industrial countries of northwestern Europe. As
'economic growth. sates accelerated in Western Europe. following

World War II, .laboi shortages developed. Among other governments,.
thOSe of France, Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland, and Belgium
began to'invite workers from Mediterranean countries to work for art_
unspecified, period of time. These southerners were clearly not being

invited to apply for 'citizenship, but rather to remain in the host

countries as "guest" workers. Not surprisingly, invitations.to coun-

tries Where wages were low and jobs were scarce brought gueit workersiin droves. By the early seventies, the migrants in:Western Europe
.22.frarn,countries such as Turkey, Yugoslavia, Algeria, Italy, Spain,
--1Poiiugal, Morocco, juniska, and Greece numbered an estimated 10 to
11 millidn, equaling the combined-"Population of Denmark and Ire'individual countries, %they made tql anywhere from one-_,
1.tiventieth to one-third bf the laboilorce.

.

Sirrelhe ppStwar boom,' dramatic changes have occurred. The severe
economic downturn of the mid-seventies made full employing even
their
tive populations difficult for some ind,ustrial countnef,
ton' entry, millions of ,guest workers have been sent home. While,,
has ameliorated the unemployment prOblem in north:

*stern Eu pe, it has only worsened -that in the home countries
of ilie:guest workers. If these returning wcIrkers cannot find work
in. their hom countries, And it does not s
likely that they can,
,dissatisl'a ion could well be politically d

g.
.

.,

,

.

the seventies ass, it is becoming clear that expanding unertipioy... z..,
in,ent constitutes 8)i.e of the world's gravest social ills. As unemploy- ,
'Merit levels climb the.,d,istlibution of income within a society invart, .

ably worsens an further aggravates social inequiti6 and political
stresses. It is-an issue that is certain
to occupy political leaders,'
,..,
,,

''Wilf7isihe urieth
toyed themselves,lor some time to come. ....' . ..
i-,.
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,e,,, military threat to national security is only one of many that
,,governments must now address. The numerous new threats derive
direetlY, ,or indirectly from the rapidly changing relationship betWeen humanity and the earth's natural systems and resources. The
unfolding., stresses. in this relationship initially manifest themselves

as ecologicalStresses and, resource scarcities. Later they translate into
stressesinflation, unemployment, capital scarcity, and
.monetary instability. Ultimately, these'economic stresses convert into
,social,unrest and political instabiiity.

.,economiC_ .

.,--4---

.

.

._.

,

anonal defense establishments are useless against these new
:threats. Neither, bloated military budgets nor highly sophisticated
,weaPpriss_systern's can halt the deforestation, or solve the firewood
_crisis now affecting so .many Third World countries. Blocking ex.,
ternal,,aggression, may be a relatively simple' matter compared .witil
arresting the deterioration of local ecological -sy
: /7

'

,,

_

t

threats,

.

td national security are e traordinarily
'ms.,
complex.
understand that the deteriorating relationship 'betyveen
our ,billion humans and, the earth's biological systems -cannot continue. alit few ,politicilleaders have yet to grasp the social signifie.

new

Cologists

-iii4,Of this' unsustainable situation.
',

.

nal,yzing

,

,

-,

,

s
,

,..

.

and understanding the nature and scale of these new

reatstb, national security_ will challenge the information-gathering
.,analytiCal skills of governments. Unfortunalely, the decision.,,,..
-;,,.,,,,,rdaking apparatus in most govefrementi is not organized to"' balance
threats,of etraditional military nature with those of ecological and
econtirnic,,origins. Marty political leaders perceive the 'new threats

la

e.'-C-urity dimly, if at all. Intelligence agencies are organized to alert,

polincaLleaders .to potential military threats, but there is no connterpaiknetwork_ kir warning a the collapse of a biological system. Milltaw:Strategists ,understand the nature of, military Jhreats. Energy ,ana-

ySts,,understand the nee'd to shift frOzp oil to alternative elm
understand the need to arrest ecological
al
sources, iiict;ecotogists
.
_..
.
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terior don. But few individuals are trained or able to weigh a d evaludi a diVersity of _threats and then to translate such n assessinto the allocation of public resources that provides th greatest,
na onal security.

ate
me

military threats are considered in isolation, military str ngth of

dvfirsaries or potential adversaries can be measured in ter s of the
urnber of men under arms, the number and effectiveness f tataks,
'PI nes, and other military &imminent, and (where the sup rpowers
e concerned) the number of nuclear warheads and delivery missiles,.
iven the desire' to be somewhat, stronger than one's o onents,
those fashioning the military budget can argue precisely and onvinc'inglY for a heavy commitment of public resources to the anufac,ture of weapons.

p, ,

Non
- military threats to a nation's security ar,2 much less cl arly deNon-military'
military ones. They are often the result of cumulati e procesSeA. that tatimately lead AO the collapse of bioldgiCal syste s or to
the depletion of a country's oil reserves. These processes i them-

selveS are seldom given Much thought until they pass -critical
threshAroloand disaster strikes. Thus, it is
in the gov rnment
y

councils ordeveloping countries to justify expenditures
expenditures for th latestmOdel jet fighters than for family planning to arrest the Po ulation
growth thatleads to food scarcity. Likewise, in industrial s cieties
vast expenditures on long-range missiles are easier to obtain thin the
investments in energy conservation needed to buy time to d yetop
Yalternative energy sources.

The purpose of national security deliberations should not be to aximize militaryNrengtlibut to maximize national security. If this I. tter
approach were used, public resources would be distributed more wi e.1y.among the many threats to national security-,both the traditio al,.
military one and the newer, lets precisely measured ones.
The Purpose of this,paper is not to argue for specific military budg t
cuts. Rather it is to suggest that profound new threats to the securit
'Of nations are arising and that these need to be fully considered
alon
.
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\ "The purpose of national security
deliberations should not be to maximize_
military strength but to maximize national
security."

with the traditional ones: Only lawn cam national security be optimized. The time for discarding Istrig-standing and outmoded assump-

tions held by the governments of the superpowers is long overdue.
The U.S.-Soviet relationship has changed markedly over the years,
becoming less belligerent and more cooperative than it once was. Dur-

ing the current decade the Soviets have come to rely heavily on the
United States for food, and Western banks.and corporations have developed enough confidence in Soviet integrity to extend to the Soviet
Union several billion dollars worth of loags and credits.46 But military expenditures in the two 'countries do not reflect this new relationship,

,

Lags. in reordering budgetary alio tions to confront the new threats
national security are glaringkInA977, global research expenditures
on arms research are 4x,.tiqies,rihose for energy research, but aIl'

nkions.,rnight be far mcev.securt if this ratio were reversed. Even_
though a 3- percent nuarpop ation growth rate in a Third World
country (which tray ates into 19-fold. increase in a century) can
destroy a country s ecologica system and social structure more
effectively than a foreign adversary ever could, expenditures on population education and family planning are often negligible or nonexistent. Countries will expend large sums on tanks and planes to
defend their territorial sovereignty but nothing. to conserve the soil
.`,on which their livelihoods depend.

._

A scarcity of vital resources such as oil or grain could lead to_ intense

competition among countries for supplies, a competitir that could
,7,7'Neasily. escalate. into military conflict, Competition between Iceland
And. Great. Britain over the North Atlantic cod fi4heries, between India
and ,Bangladesh over the waters of the Ganges, and between Mexican
and U.S. workers' for jobs in the UnitedStakes all manifest the' new
threats tonational economic security' posed by scarcity_

'the-continuing focus of governments on military threats to security
may -not only, exclude attention' to the newer, threats, but may also
make the effective address of the latter more difficult.' The heavy
,--
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military emphasis on national security can absorb 'budgetary. c,esources, management skills, and scientific talent that should be

devoted to the new non-military threats, Given' the enormous investment required to shift the global economy from oil to alternative
energysources, one might well ask, whether the world could afford
the-sustained large-scale use of military. might of the sort deployed
in World Wars I and II. Indeed, the absurdity of the traditional.vie%A.,
is pqinted out by science- fiction writer Isaac Asimov: "Even anon -.
nuclear war cannot be fought because it ts..too energy-rich a phenomenon." We cannot afford such extravagance, contends Asimov, "and
are going ,to have to'use all our energy to stay alive" with none "to
spare for warfare."7 In effect, there simply may not be'enough fuel
to operate both 'links and tractors. At some point governments. will
be forced either to realign priorities in a manner responsive to the new
threats or to watch their national security deteriorate.
e

The scientific talent required to make the energy transition, and to
prevent the destruction of biological systems is enormous: The allout mobilization that circumstances call for entails, among other
things, shifting part of that one-fourth of the world's scientific. talent
!low employed in the military sector to the energy sector. A4 a time
when oil,reserves are being depleted, developing new energy systems
dray be, more essential to a, nation's survival than new weapons &xi;
tems.

Apart from the heavy` claim on public resourceS; the continuing exto a psychological
Climate ..of suspiciori.and mistrust that makes the cooperative inter-

'orbitant investment in armaments contributes

national address of new threats to the security, of nations next-to
impossible. CO'nverely, a reduction in military expenditures by major
powers would likely lead to a. more cooperative attitude samong national governments.

in g world ,that is not only ecologically interdependent but, economically and politically interdependent as well, the concept-of "national"
,security is, no longer adequate. IndixiduaLcountries must respond to .3:
gl9bIl crises because .national. governments are still the principal

39

but many threats to security require coordinated
international response. Thtimes call for efforts to secure the global
SyStemS or which nations depend. If the global climatic system is
inadvertently altered by human activity, all countries will be affected.
If the international monetary system is not secure, all national econoniies will suffer. If countries do not cooperate and preserve oceanic
dedSion,thakers,

41

fisheries, food 'prices, everywhere will rise. But political leaders have yet
'to realize that national 'security is meaningless without global security.

n some situations, countries could be drawn together into a variety
of cooperative efforts to cope with. 'shared problems. The Soviet
needor assured access to U.S. grain, for example, has led to a five..
,ear U.S.,-Soviet grain agieenient, and to strengthen-ea' economic ties
etWeen ihViwo
superpowers. Similarly, Middle Eastern oil-exporting
.,

countries
. haVe turned to Western banks for assistance in the man-

..

agement-of their vast financial,reserves.

the late twentieth century the key to national security IS sustain ,:abitity: If the biological underpinnings of the global economic system
,,carinot, be secured, then the long-term, economic ,outlqok is grim incleed.- If nePtitergy sources and, systems are not in place as.-the oil
'WellS,begin to go dry, then severe economic disruptions are inevitable.
erhiPs the best contemporary "definition of national security is one

rankliri P. Huddle, director of the U.S. Congressional study,
Science, Technology and American Diplomacy. In Science, Huddle
writes that "National Seal requires,a stable_econonly,with.assuied
supplies` of ,r,naterian for in ustry. In this sense, frughty and conserVatitm of _materials, are essential to. oiler national security. Security
:means ,more than safety ,kront,hostile attack, it includes the preservaitm:o
ysten-1 *e, .1*
"
f

1

.3,,

orcefnl argument can now be

that considerationS of security

are meaningful only when the global threats .to'securitiiare taken
,.,,into; _account. Neither individual security nor national security
can be sensibly considered id isolation. In effect, the . traditional
. .
.

ihilitsy
_concept
of "national security _is growing'
,...,,,,....., ... 4'f
smonmklitayypreats.giow more formidable.
,

.

.
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